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Features
•

•

Grandvj

•

Multi threaded hardware accelerated
graphics engine plays High-Definition
video with no trigger lag
Two interface modes: synth and mixer tha
fits both music and video oriented mixers
Intuitive and flexible interface is
easy to use and personalize
Full support for all MIDI controllers Preset mappings can be imported for
any MIDI controller, or easily configured
using the MIDI learn mode.
Multicamera and multiscreen support
allows full-fledged video mixing
PC and Mac Compatible, with
full file text support

GRAND VJ
The reference standard for vj software

Perform with video in spectacular new ways.
GrandVJ is a live video performance tool that allows visual
artists to trigger, mix and manipulate video clips, animations
or live cameras. This makes GrandVJ an ideal tool for running
amazing video shows at clubs or other events.
GrandVJ is the best solution for novice and experienced video
jockeys, DJs with knowledge about video, small clubs, visual
artists, local touring bands, creative film makers and more.
Whether you work clubs, concerts or events where video is
projected on large screens, GrandVJ produces stunning visuals
that can be a background to a music performance, used as
as ambient decoration, or an engaging part of the dancing/
clubbing experience.

All information is preliminary and subject to change.

ArKaos has been a pioneer in VJ community with its longserving but aging ArKaosVJ. The all-new GrandVJ continues
the legendary ArKaos tradition as the definitive leader in visual
DJ tools.

ArKaos blows away the VJ competition because our solutions
are much easier and more intuitive to use as well as more
powerful than anything else in their class. GrandVJ runs on
both PC and Mac and accepts the most popular file formats.
ArKaos is the most well-known brand in the world of VJ
software.

•

•
•

GrandVJ comes pre-packaged with software and content,
including video loops.

ArKaos is a trademark of N.V. ArKaos S.A.

